Florida Department of Education
2013 Curriculum Approval Process for Providers on Probation

Program Title: Frog Street Pre-K Summer School
Contact:

Dianne Patterson • Frog Street Press • 800 Industrial Blvd, St 100 • Grapevine, TX 76051
dpatterson@frogstreet.com • 800/884-3764 • 682/225-0859

Cost:

Frog Street Pre-K Summer School English . . . . . . . ISBN 978-1-60128-645-1 . . . . . . .$799.00
Frog Street Pre-K Summer School Bilingual . . . . . . .ISBN 978-1-60128-644-4. . . . . . . $ 999.99
Professional Development – 1/2 day, Implementation Training . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .no charge
OPTIONAL:
Professional Development – customized training to meet provider needs . . . . . . $2,000 per day
(plus consultant travel expenses)
Professional Development – customized training/coaching 5 or more days . . . . . $1,800 per day
(plus consultant travel expenses)
Professional Development – web-based seminars price based on content
Prices are expected to remain effective through the end of March, 2015.
Price listed is for informational purposes only. Publisher retains the right to adjust price at any time.

Frog Street Pre-K Summer School is a comprehensive program that integrates instruction across developmental
domains and early learning disciplines in English and/or Spanish. The program is engaging for both teachers
and children, and is easy to implement. The cornerstones of the program are:
• an extensive integration of theme, disciplines, and domains.
• special attention to social-emotional development.
• many levels and support of differentiated instruction.
• alignment with scientifically-based research.
• careful attention to sequence of instruction.
Integration of Instruction
The program is theme-based. Frog Street Press will provide pacing charts for 300 hour programs. Each day
begins with a Greeting Circle in which the focus is building a sense of community. This “community building”
opening to the day is followed by a Morning Message where children are actively involved in the practice of
early literacy skills, including vocabulary, letter knowledge, phonological awareness skills and concepts of print.
Greeting Circle is followed by a Moving and Learning activity where children sing, dance, or play games that
relate to program theme and lesson skills.
Two suggested Read Aloud activities each day foster children’s oral language as children are actively involved
in thoughtful discussions and immersed in robust vocabulary. The program’s theme-related books represent
both fiction and non-fiction, varied genres (narrative, prose, predictable), varied art styles and photography and
include traditional and new pieces of literature. Additional libraries for literacy, math, science and social skills
also integrate instruction with the program themes and skill continuums. The program includes 16 literature titles.
The program also includes a wealth of integrated listening stories, participation stories, and magnetic story
folders with props which enable children to re-enact the stories.
Literacy and math lessons are offered daily. Lessons are short, theme-related and filled with hands-on
applications and meaningful context. Lessons spiral so that each time children return to a lesson concept or skill,
they are able to expand their understanding.
Differentiated Instruction
Daily lessons include activities that address each of the eight intelligences, scaffolding, English Language
Learner adaptations, and Special Needs adaptations. Frog Street Pre-K Summer School is dedicated to the
concept that all children can learn when instruction stimulates curiosity, nurtures the child’s interest, is delivered
with joy and is tailored to challenge each child to the edge of his or her competency.
Disclaimer: Information on this page is provided by the publisher and is based on the publisher’s submission for the VPK Curriculum Approval Process.
Other versions of the curriculum may exist, but the submission (packaged curriculum materials AND professional development) outlined here is the only
version approved for use by VPK providers on probation who choose the curriculum option on the improvement plan.
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Features and Benefits
In summary, these are the key features and benefits of Frog Street Pre-K Summer School:
• Balances intentional instruction and child-centered learning.
• Provides comprehensive, integrated instruction in all domains.
• Offers a strong daily routine that develops key social skills and emotional control.
• Values individual differences.
• Empowers children with choices in self-directed activities.
• Honors the power of a strong teacher-child interaction to develop rich oral language and a robust
vocabulary.
• Provides a systematic and sequential continuum for building skills and concepts.
• Uses research-based principles of learning as the cornerstone of instruction.
• Embraces the joy of learning each day!
The materials are packaged in a plastic bin for easy storage:
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Description
Teacher Guide
Teacher Guide-Kids' Club
English Big Books
Things Kids Do Big Book
Everyone Loves Games Big Book
The Places I Go Big Book
I Wonder Big Book
Scott's Lucky Day Big Book
Better Things to Do Big Book
Jake Unplugged Big Book
Birthday Breakfast Big Book
Hide-and-Seek Big Book
Soapy Scientists Big Book
Monster Coaster Big Book
This Way to Pre-K Big Book
Welcome to Zippity Zoo Big Book
The Button Story
The Numeral Dance
English Small Books
Birthday Breakfast Small Book
Hide-and-Seek Small Book
Soapy Scientists Small Book
Monster Coaster Small Book
Developmental Story Book
Little Red Hen/Enormous Turnip
Story Folders
Shelby's Rainy Day Fun Story Folder
It's Gravity Story Folder
Circus Fun Story Folder
The Adventure of the Runaway Cards Story Folder
Monster Coaster Bilingual Story
Little Red Hen Bilingual Story
My Mother Plants Strawberries Bilingual Story
Diego's Fifth Birthday Bilingual Story
Cards
Rebus Posters-10
Letter Cards-English and Spanish
Vocabulary Cards (22 in English a)
Manipulatives
Frog Counters
AngLegs
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Eyedropper
Connecting Cubes
Number Cubes
CDs
Listening CD
Patterns CD
Inventory Sheet
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REQUIRED Professional Development
Frog Street Pre-K Summer School Implementation Training will be offered in regional settings in a one half-day
time frame. The model includes becoming familiar with the components, lesson format, model lessons,
assessment, and meeting individual needs. In addition, the later part of the training provides the participants
opportunities to apply new knowledge to their specific learning environments through group application activities.
This training will be provided at no charge to providers who purchase Frog Street Pre-K Summer School.
OPTIONAL: Ongoing Professional Development
Content specific training is also available in a customized format to best meet the needs of the provider. Focus
areas will include the five domains of the Florida Early Learning and Developmental Standards for Four-YearOlds. A needs survey will determine the specific training.
In addition, an Administrator Observation Form to use for classroom observations of the fidelity of instruction of
Frog Street Pre-K Summer School to support high quality, consistent instruction will be shared.
Web-based seminars, including lesson model videos will focus on specific needs identified by the coalition or
provider.
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